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Buy The Book Thanks to Stackpole Books we 
offer you an excerpt from Training 
A Young Pointer by Joseph Healy 
Copyrights Stackpole Books 2005

I HAD FINISHED OFF THE TRAIL-
ER TO MAKE IT ROAD AND CAMP-
ING READY The walls were patched 
and sound, the windows and roof air 
vents were weatherproofed, the toilet 
and water lines were cleaned, drained, 
and flushed. The water tanks were full, 
the fridge was chilled. The two inch 
trailer ball off the back of my pickup, 
anchored to a heavy-duty undercar-
riage towing rig, fit the trailer’s hitch 
like hand in glove. The brake lights and 
turn signals and running lights on the 
trailer all checked out. The electric brake 
control was installed under the truck’s 
dashboard. All systems were go. I even 
practiced backing up with the beast.

C and I took the Grouse House on 
two test voyages. The first was to Wood-
ford State Park in southern Vermont. A 
terrible argument ensued during the 
parking phase. I was sure C was mess-
ing with me as I attempted to back into 
the narrow camping space, backing 
toward a jackknife, pulling out, back-
ing up again, with the same results each 
time, none of them good. C kept on with 
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CHAPTER 10: Working on Steady to Wing 
and Shot

“A little more left; a lot more right”for 
long enough to frazzle me. After 
about ten tries and half an hour later, 
I got the trailer on fairly level ground. 
The tears in Cs eyes when I got out 
of the cab of my truck (I had yelled a 
blue streak from the cab of my truck) 
told me that she had no agenda-she’d 
been earnest in her attempts to help 


